
Frequency counts using Celex on Babel 
(MG, AB 21 May, 2010) 

To get the lemma frequency of one word: 
 
1. Make sure you have an ssh program.  Use ssh to log on to babel.ling.northwestern.edu (your 
username is your netID and your password is your netID password) 
 
2.  At the command line, move to the directory where corpora are stored; Type 
cd /usr/local/corpora/ 
 
3.  Move to CELEX English databases 
cd Celex/ENGLISH 
 
4.  Move to the English Morphology Lemmas database folder1 
cd EML 
 
5.  To search for the word 'bank' you would type 
awk -F '\' '{if ($2=="bank") print $0}' EML.CD 
 
This says "In a database where fields are separated by \, perform the following command: if the 
second field is equal to "bank", print out the line.  Apply this to the file EML.CD" 
 
The file EML.CD contains the actual database. 
 
6.  This is what the output looks like 
3044\bank\3089\M\\1\N\N\N\N\Y\bank\N\S\N\N\N\\N\N\S\(bank)[N]\N\N\N 
3045\bank\98\Z\\1\N\N\N\N\Y\bank\N\S\N\N\N\\N\N\S\((bank)[N])[V]\N\N\N 
 
The third column is the frequency of the lemma listed in the second column.  You'll notice there 
are two 'bank's.  To figure out which is which, move towards the end of the line, where you will 
see the morphological analysis.  The two analyses are: 
(bank)[N] 
((bank)[N])[V] 
 
The first is bank as a noun, the other is bank as a verb (which is a denomial, as shown by the 
recursive structure). 
So, the lemma frequency of the noun bank is 3089, and the verb is 98.  These numbers are out of 
17.9 million words; to get the standardized per million measure divide them by 17.9. 

                                                
1 Note that Celex has several English databases (see 
/usr/local/corpora/Celex/ENGLISH/README), so be sure to select the one you want: 
eol       English Orthography, Lemmas (filesize eol.cd:  2,068,262 bytes) 
epl       English Phonology, Lemmas (filesize epl.cd:  5,480,381 bytes) 
eml       English Morphology, Lemmas (filesize eml.cd:  4,918,610 bytes) 
esl       English Syntax, Lemmas (filesize esl.cd:  5,560,364 bytes) 
efl       English Frequency, Lemmas (filesize efl.cd:  2,143,469 bytes) 



 
To get the wordform frequency of one word 
 
Steps 1, 2 + 3 are the same. 
4a.  Move to the English Wordform Pronunciation database 
cd EPW 
 
5a.  To search for the word 'bank' you would type 
awk -F '\' '{if ($2=="bank") print $0}' EPW.CD 
 
6a.  This is what the output looks like 
5352\bank\2333\3044\1\P\'b{Nk\[CVCC]\[b&Nk] 
5353\bank\13\3045\1\P\'b{Nk\[CVCC]\[b&Nk] 
101424\bank\13\3045\1\P\'b{Nk\[CVCC]\[b&Nk] 
118734\bank\13\3045\1\P\'b{Nk\[CVCC]\[b&Nk] 
135644\bank\13\3045\1\P\'b{Nk\[CVCC]\[b&Nk] 
 
The third column is the frequency of the word form listed in the second column.  You'll notice 
there are five 'bank's.  If you just want the wordform frequency (where wordform is based on 
homographs; see below for collapsing across homophones), just add up the numbers in the third 
column. 

If you wan to determine what these different entries  correspond to, you have two 
options: 
i.  The fourth column contains the lemma ID number.  Perform a search in the lemma 
database (as above) and link up these numbers.  You’ll see that the first entry in the word 
form database corresponds to the noun ‘bank;’ the other four entries correspond to 
various forms of the verb (which are all homophonous). 
 
ii.  If you want to distinguish the various verb forms, you need to search the wordform 
morphology database. 
 --Follow steps 1,2,3 above and then 
 4b. Move to the English Wordform Morphology database 
 cd EML 
 
 5b.  Search for the word ‘bank’ 

  awk -F '\' '{if ($2=="bank") print $0}' EMW.CD 
 

  6b.  The output will look like this: 
  5352\bank\2333\3044\S\@ 

5353\bank\13\3045\i\@ 
101424\bank\13\3045\e1S\@ 
118734\bank\13\3045\e2S\@ 
135644\bank\13\3045\eP\@ 
 



 
The second to last column contains an inflectional code.  These are explained in 
the table below: 

 
  For example, the third entry is e1s = present tense first person singular. 

See the document on Blackboard on CELEX frequencies for an explanation of 
why the four forms of the verb all have equal numbers.  
 

7.  Note that if you want to get the frequency of a particular phonological form you will 
need to perform a search on pronunciations, not on orthographic forms.  To do this, consult 
the file on blackboard the contains the computer-readable phonetic codes.  We will search 
on the last column of the EPW.CD database, which uses the CELEX alphabet (with each 
syllable’s pronunciation surrounded by [ ]).   
  For example, let’s search for write + right + rite. 

awk -F '\' '{if ($9=="[raIt]") print $0}' EPW.CD  
 
 The output is: 
74509\right\2069\38905\1\P\'r2t\[CVVC]\[raIt] 
74510\right\0\38906\1\P\'r2t\[CVVC]\[raIt] 
74511\right\7094\38907\1\P\'r2t\[CVVC]\[raIt] 
74512\right\5616\38908\1\P\'r2t\[CVVC]\[raIt] 
74765\rite\57\39040\1\P\'r2t\[CVVC]\[raIt] 
100047\wright\127\52142\1\P\'r2t\[CVVC]\[raIt] 
100077\write\568\52155\1\P\'r2t\[CVVC]\[raIt] 
113554\right\0\38906\1\P\'r2t\[CVVC]\[raIt] 
117875\write\568\52155\1\P\'r2t\[CVVC]\[raIt] 
130573\right\0\38906\1\P\'r2t\[CVVC]\[raIt] 
134789\write\568\52155\1\P\'r2t\[CVVC]\[raIt] 
147483\right\0\38906\1\P\'r2t\[CVVC]\[raIt] 
151698\write\568\52155\1\P\'r2t\[CVVC]\[raIt] 



 
To automate for getting frequencies of a list of words (an inelegant but feasible way): 
 
1.  Using an easy editing program (e.g. Word, Excel), make a list with the relevant command: 

 
Example: 
awk -F '\' '{if ($2=="bank") print $0}' EML.CD 
awk -F '\' '{if ($2=="river") print $0}' EML.CD 
awk -F '\' '{if ($2=="forest") print $0}' EML.CD 
awk -F '\' '{if ($2=="house") print $0}' EML.CD 
awk -F '\' '{if ($2=="mouse") print $0}' EML.CD 

 

2. Select and copy this list, and paste it into your ssh shell ( step 5 above) 

3.  Select and copy the output in the ssh shell, and paste it into your editing program. 

Example: 
-bash-3.2$ awk -F '\' '{if ($2=="bank") print $0}' EML.CD 
3044\bank\3089\M\\1\N\N\N\N\Y\bank\N\S\N\N\N\\N\N\S\(bank)[N]\N\N\N 
3045\bank\98\Z\\1\N\N\N\N\Y\bank\N\S\N\N\N\\N\N\S\((bank)[N])[V]\N\N\N 
-bash-3.2$ awk -F '\' '{if ($2=="river") print $0}' EML.CD 
39054\river\2288\R\\0\N\N\N\N\N\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
-bash-3.2$ awk -F '\' '{if ($2=="forest") print $0}' EML.CD 
17555\forest\1701\M\\1\N\N\N\N\Y\forest\N\S\N\N\N\\N\N\S\(forest)[N]\N\N\N 
-bash-3.2$ awk -F '\' '{if ($2=="house") print $0}' EML.CD 
21725\house\10864\M\\1\N\N\N\N\Y\house\N\S\N\N\N\\N\N\S\(house)[N]\N\N\N 
21726\house\246\Z\\1\N\N\N\N\Y\house\N\S\N\N\N\\N\N\S\((house)[N])[V]\N\N\N 
-bash-3.2$ awk -F '\' '{if ($2=="mouse") print $0}' EML.CD 
29286\mouse\330\M\\1\N\N\N\N\Y\mouse\N\S\N\N\N\\N\N\S\(mouse)[N]\N\N\N 
29287\mouse\1\Z\\1\N\N\N\N\Y\mouse\N\S\N\N\N\\N\N\S\((mouse)[N])[V]\N\N\N 
 

4.  Interpret the output as explained in step 6 above. 
 


